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A big thank you to all the children who took part in this 

competition. We have loved seeing all the photos of where 

you’ve been caught reading! 



George and Arthur 

enjoying a book 

outside their local 

Synagogue!

Oxygen & Aardvarks



Claudia 

and her 

dog 

enjoying a 

book in a 

golf 

bunker!

Forest



Jasmine 

doing some 

late night 

reading to her 

guinea pig 

Sprinkles!

Forest



Grace reading her book in chilly conditions! Brrrrr

Orion



Claudia squeezing in some reading! 

Beetles



Indie finding something to read whilst out on 

a bike ride!

Fossil



Lucy being a little book worm and 

not being able to stop to eat! 

Oxygen



Joe getting up high in his favourite 

tree to enjoy a book! 

Lotus 



Elliot reading and walking! Be 

careful you don’t trip! 

Racers



Oliver getting caught 

reading around his house!

Uganda



Abi getting creative with where she 

can read! 

Lotus



Monty and Juliet enjoying some 

sunshine and a good book!

Oxide



Jess has squeezed herself into a 

suitcase to enjoy her book! 

USA



Aubrey enjoying 

beautiful views of 

Brighton and a good 

book!

Anteaters



Ernie enjoying his 

book whilst being 

upside down!
Beetles



Antonio 

enjoying 

reading his 

book out in the 

cold! Brrrrrr!

Orion



Seren showing off 

her acrobatic skills 

whilst reading her 

book!

Lemon Tree



Eliza enjoying 

reading in her 

cosy den!

Aardvarks



Charlie 

enjoying his 

book, whilst 

squeezing 

under his 

bed! 

Alpacas

Charlie and 

Eliza getting 

caught 

reading in 

their 

shower! 

Don’t turn it 

on Charlie!!



Phoenix just 

chilling with 

her book in 

her draw! 

Rattlesnakes



Levi getting 

caught reading 

his own book! 

Amazing writing! 

Armadillos



Frankie just 

hanging 

around with a 

book!

Lavender



Charlie finding a 

interesting spot to 

read a book! 

Oxide



Peekaboo! Naomi 

getting caught 

reading in her 

laundry basket! 

Feather



What a cosy spot 

to enjoy a book!

Esme and her 

dog!

Orion



Jack being 

caught reading 

in lots of fun 

places around 

his house!

Fern



William 

showing off 

his impressive 

tree climbing 

skills to enjoy 

a book!

Lemon Tree



Euan getting 

caught reading up 

a tree whilst 

enjoying a 

brilliant book!

Armadillos



Diego  in his 

very cosy 

reading corner! 

The perfect place 

to enjoy a book. 

Laurel


